welcome to
Bluebell Meadows
Fulwood

01772 286094

the delamere

4 bed detached with double garage
An impressive detached 4 bedroom family home. Generously
proportioned and superbly designed the delamere offers open plan
modern family living space in addition to a separate living room. Classic
exteriors, feature high ceilings combined with modern and thoughtfully
considered living space, make this the perfect family home.

www.anwylhomes.co.uk
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4 bed detached with double garage
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This is a computer generated image of the delamere, elevation treatment may vary. Room sizes are
approximate, dimensions are taken from the longest room point (please consult homes advisor for
measurement points). Plots may be handed and any garages may be single or double. Kitchen and bathroom
layouts are indicative. These plans are correct at the time of going to press, but may be subject to change
during construction. Please ensure that you check for specific plot details.
13/12/19 (grand version).
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Lawrence Gardens, Barton
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Show home located at
Stonebridge Fold, Longridge
PR3 2AB

the ascot
Show home located at
Priory Gardens, Burscough
L40 7RE

Please be advised, there will be variations in the layout and the dimensions between the show homes
and the homes at this development. For full details on this, please speak to the homes advisor.

call: 01772 286 094
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got questions?

call 01745 777539

Email: bluebellmeadows@anwyl.co.uk
Bluebell Meadows, off Ladybank Avenue, Fulwood,
Preston, PR2 9LY

www.anwylhomes.co.uk

